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ABSTRACT
The growing complexity and increased networking of security and safety-critical systems expose them to the risk of adversarial compromise through remote attacks. These attacks can result in full system compromise, but often the attacker gains control only over some system components (e.g., a peripheral) and over some applications running on the system. We consider the latter scenario and focus on enabling on-schedule execution of critical applications that are running on a partially compromised system — we call this trusted scheduling. We identify the essential properties needed for the realization of a trusted scheduling system and we design an embedded system that achieves these properties. We show that our system protects not only against misbehaving applications but also against attacks by compromised peripherals. We evaluate the feasibility and performance of our system through a prototype implementation based on the AVR ATmega103 microcontroller.

1. INTRODUCTION
Today, security- and safety-critical systems are being increasingly networked to facilitate their remote configuration, control and monitoring. As a result, they face an increased risk of adversarial compromise and therefore have to be designed to meet their real-time constraints even if they are partially compromised. More specifically, it is necessary to architect them such that they can guarantee the execution of certain critical functionality despite the presence of other misbehaving system components (e.g., compromised applications, peripherals). We refer to this property of preventing applications and components under the attacker’s control from changing the execution times of other applications as trusted scheduling. Recent examples of compromised embedded systems [10], control systems [16] and peripherals [15] show that this is an emerging problem.

Most safety-critical systems include a real-time operating system (RTOS) [5, 6] or similar system management software (e.g., microkernel [18]) whose primary goal is to ensure that their real-time constraints are met. More recently, these RTOS also include mechanisms to contain the effects of other misbehaving software components/applications. However, RTOS do not address threats by untrusted peripherals (e.g., an RTOS cannot prevent a compromised peripheral from making the peripheral bus unusable by not adhering to the bus protocol). Furthermore, their complexity makes them prone to vulnerabilities that can be exploited to force the system to deviate from its expected behavior [4].

In this work, we address the problem of enabling trusted scheduling in the context of security- and safety-critical embedded systems. These are specialized devices that typically include a CPU, memory and some peripherals connected to the CPU via the peripheral bus. They usually run a fixed set of applications whose resource requirements are well-known in advance. We first identify three essential components of a trusted scheduling architecture, namely, secure scheduling, secure resource allocation and application state protection. This is in contrast to conventional scheduling that only focuses on the CPU allocation.

Second, we describe an embedded system architecture that achieves trusted scheduling and analyze its security. Our architecture includes five main hardware components, namely, a scheduler which decides the order in which applications execute, time-slice and atomicity monitors that ensure CPU availability, an application-aware memory protection unit which mediates memory access and a peripheral bus manager which controls access to the peripheral bus. These components, together with a thin layer of software, ensure that misbehaving applications and peripherals cannot influence the system’s expectation for other applications. We show that our architecture provides strong guarantees against remote attacks that exploit software vulnerabilities which we believe is crucial for today’s safety-critical systems. We then evaluate the feasibility of realizing such an architecture through a prototype implementation based on the AVR ATmega103. Finally, we discuss how the design of system components (e.g., bus, peripherals) can affect the feasibility of achieving trusted scheduling on a particular architecture.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the problem of enabling trusted scheduling and identify the functions needed to achieve it in a system. In Section 3, we describe a trusted scheduling architecture for embedded systems and analyze its security. In Section 4, we discuss several practical security issues involved in realizing a trusted scheduling architecture. We present preliminary performance considerations in Section 4.2. Finally, we discuss related work in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.
2. TRUSTED SCHEDULING

In this section, we define trusted scheduling and identify the requirements that a system must satisfy in order to enable trusted scheduling.

2.1 Problem Statement

Trusted scheduling is the property of ensuring adherence to the intended execution schedule in adversarial settings.

To illustrate the problem of enabling trusted scheduling, we consider a simple embedded system $S$ (Figure 1) that consists of a CPU, memory unit(s) and peripherals that are connected over one or more buses. Most embedded systems have two such buses: a system bus that is used to connect main components (e.g., CPU) to the memory unit(s) and a slower peripheral bus (e.g., SPI [9], IFC [12]) that is used to connect the CPU to the peripherals (e.g., EEPROM, real-time clock, radio and other I/O interfaces). The system hosts a number of applications that are entirely independent and self-contained.

We consider an attacker $\mathcal{M}$ who controls a subset of applications and system components and is interested in interfering with the execution schedule of other (critical) applications that it does not control. For example, $\mathcal{M}$ could compromise an application and use it to gain control over the network card on the peripheral bus. We assume that $\mathcal{M}$ does not have physical access to the system and hence cannot launch physical attacks. We further assume that the attacker cannot influence any external inputs that affect the system’s execution schedule.

This model corresponds to systems where critical and non-critical applications/peripherals co-exist. For example, a system can consist of a critical control (sensing/actuating) application and a non-critical communication application used for the sole purpose of reporting (Figure 2(a)). In this example system, if the radio peripheral or status reporting application is compromised, they could attempt to influence the execution schedule of the critical control application; this is illustrated in Figure 2(b). While conventional scheduling (or CPU scheduling) suffices to guarantee adherence to the intended schedule as long as all applications and peripherals are benign, it alone cannot provide similar guarantees in the presence of compromised applications and peripherals. Hence, in this work we focus on a broader notion of scheduling in adversarial contexts that we call trusted scheduling and define below.

We say that a system enforces trusted scheduling if it prevents (possibly colluding) applications and components under the attacker’s control from changing the execution times of other applications such that they do not correspond to the intended schedule. In this work, we primarily focus on attacks that aim to delay or entirely prevent the execution of applications. We further assume that the applications do not fully depend on attacker-controlled applications or components for their execution; otherwise, little can be done to ensure trusted scheduling. Similarly, we also assume that the data influencing the execution schedule of applications either directly (e.g., as an input to the scheduler) or indirectly (e.g., persistent system data) cannot be modified by an attacker.

The problem that we want to solve in this work is that of designing an embedded system that enforces trusted scheduling, assuming that the attacker controls a subset of applications and system components. Existing real-time systems include software [6, 5, 18] and hardware [13, 19] to provide resilience against compromised applications, but do not consider misbehaving system components (peripherals).

2.2 Realizing Trusted Scheduling

Although systems are diverse and the application scenarios in which they are used largely differ, there are still some common functionalities that all systems must realize to support trusted scheduling which we discuss below.

To support trusted scheduling, a system should implement a robust scheduler, protect system resources and protect the applications. More precisely, the system must be designed such that the attacker (i) cannot modify the execution schedule of applications (ii) cannot interfere with the allocation of resources to the applications and (iii) cannot modify the state of applications (code and data).

This effectively implies that, a trusted scheduling system should implement a secure scheduler that schedules the execution of applications and enforces adherence to this schedule. Furthermore, this system should securely isolate appli-
Our trusted scheduling architecture uses a thin layer of software (trusted domain) to initialize and configure its hardware components. The scheduler informs the trusted domain when a new application has to be executed. The trusted domain saves the current system state and transfers control to the new application. The CPU time-slice monitor and the atomicity monitor together guarantee that the trusted domain can regain control of the CPU when needed. Each application is allocated its own dedicated memory partition and application boundaries are enforced using an application-aware memory protection unit (MPU). Finally, the peripheral bus manager controls access to peripherals and also prevents misbehaving peripherals from denying applications access to the bus.

In the next section, we describe our design of an embedded system that follows the above reasoning and supports trusted scheduling.

3. TRUSTED SCHEDULING SYSTEM

Our trusted scheduling system is designed for real-time systems with a pre-defined set of applications. It is tailored for embedded devices that are used in security- and safety-critical applications that have a well-defined and focused purpose. The system is initialized and configured by a trusted administrator and is not expected to be modified by the user during use.

3.1 System Overview

Our system is shown in Figure 3. It includes standard embedded system components (shown in white): CPU, RAM, system bus, peripheral bus, peripherals and trusted scheduling extensions (shown in gray); trusted domain, scheduler, application-aware MPU, time-slice and atomicity monitors and a peripheral bus manager.

The scheduler manages the execution of applications and informs the trusted domain when a new application must be executed. The scheduler triggers execution of applications according to its pre-determined schedule or in response to external events. The scheduler is therefore configured with the scheduling policy it must enforce and is aware of the applications that are running on the system. When a new application is scheduled to be executed, the trusted domain saves the current state of the system and transfers control to it. Before the actual execution of the application, the trusted domain configures and activates the desired CPU time-slice monitor (e.g., a timer interrupt) and the atomicity monitor that transfer control back to it from the application. The CPU time-slice monitor and the atomicity monitor together guarantee that the trusted domain can regain (with minimal latency) control of the CPU when needed. The scheduler is isolated from the applications and other system components; it acts directly on the CPU and thus can always stop and start the execution of the applications. To ensure application isolation, each application running on the system is allocated its own dedicated memory partition and application boundaries are enforced using an application-aware memory protection unit (MPU). Finally, to ensure that bus access to the peripherals is securely mediated, we introduce a peripheral bus manager. This peripheral bus manager controls access to the peripheral bus from the various peripherals and prevents misbehaving peripherals from denying the CPU (the running applications) and other benign peripherals access to the bus. It also ensures that each application can only access the set of peripherals to which it has been granted access by the trusted domain.

Every application starts executing at its first instruction and continues until it terminates, violates a security policy or is preempted. A security exception is raised if an application tries to access or modify code or data that does not belong to it. A security exception is also raised if an application tries to execute an atomic section that is larger than the preset limit or if its allocated CPU time-slice expires. Additionally, the peripheral bus manager also raises a secu-
The trusted domain must save and restore state during a context switch to prevent applications from accessing and/or modifying each others state.

Figure 4: The trusted domain must save and restore state during a context switch to prevent applications from accessing and/or modifying each others state.

We now describe selected hardware and software components of the trusted computing base (TCB) in more detail.

**Trusted Domain**

The trusted domain is the only software component of the TCB and resides in ROM. The trusted domain is responsible for initializing the hardware scheduler, components that allocate system resources (described below), handling context switches between applications and the actual transfer of control from the scheduler to the individual applications (Figure 4). We chose this approach in order to prevent malicious applications from accessing or modifying the state of their predecessors which could result in a violation of trusted scheduling. The trusted domain uses a dedicated data partition in RAM that is not accessible by any other application or system component.

**Scheduler**

Our architecture includes a hardware-scheduler that uses information about external events and internal logic to decide the order in which applications execute. Although using a hardware scheduler limits flexibility (adding, removing applications, changing algorithms, etc.), we believe that this is an acceptable trade-off for security in real-time systems, as they are mostly single-purpose and run applications that do not change frequently (e.g., due to safety compliance issues). The scheduler transfers control to the trusted domain that in turn transfers control to the actual application.

Our scheduler implements preemptive scheduling. Although co-operative scheduling, where applications are allowed to execute to completion or co-operatively release the CPU, may be simpler and more efficient than preemptive scheduling, relying upon applications to release the CPU punctually can be dangerous in adversarial settings. This is because malicious applications may hold onto the CPU and hence delay (or in the worst case prevent) the execution of other applications. Hence, in order to achieve trusted scheduling, one must use preemptive scheduling schemes where the execution of any application can be interrupted at any point of execution except for those that the application explicitly labels as atomic.

**Resource Allocation Components**

The resource allocator must ensure that applications have access to at least three system resources while executing: CPU, memory and the bus(es).

**CPU Availability**

Atomic sections are required to ensure the correctness of certain operations (e.g., updating the stack pointer (SP)). The sequence of instructions in an atomic section ((i) decrementing the existing SP value and (ii) re-storing the new value in SP) should be executed without interruption. Otherwise, a corrupt system state (SP) may result. Hence, if an application is executing an atomic operation, the scheduler would have to wait until it completes the operation before suspending it. Although it is recommended that atomic operations should be as short as possible, a malicious application could declare large portions of code as atomic and hence delay, or in the worst case prevent the execution of another application. In order to prevent such attacks, the system must be able to bound the maximum duration (in time) of atomic operations.

Our architecture (Figure 3) includes an atomicity monitor that tracks the length of atomic code sections. The atomicity monitor terminates an erring application which exceeds a pre-defined execution upper bound. This requires that all applications are designed to respect this bound; otherwise they will fail to execute correctly. We note that this bound does not apply to the trusted domain. The atomicity monitor must also prevent nesting of atomic sections to increase their effective length. Furthermore, the trusted domain configures an additional CPU time-slice monitor (e.g., a timer) just before it transfers control to the individual application.

**Memory Availability**

Applications typically need two types of memory: program memory for their code and data memory for their stack and heap.
The use of shared stacks and heaps allows compromised applications to launch iDoS attacks by potentially exhausting stack or heap space. Recovery from such stack and heap overflow attacks requires invalidating current stack frames (e.g., by unwinding) and heap data. Although solutions that guarantee such secure stack sharing exist [24, 20], recovering from security violations can be complicated and expensive. This is because identifying and invalidating data memory regions that caused the violation can be both costly and time-consuming. For example, upon a security exception, one may have to unwind multiple stack frames which is time consuming compared to simply swapping the stack pointer. Enforcing access control policies in systems with shared data memory can also be complicated because it requires maintaining ownership information on individual stack frames and heap blocks as described in [20]. Therefore, we use dedicated data partitions for each application and depend upon the application-aware MPU (described below) to prevent iDoS attacks on data memory. A similar approach is used to ensure availability of program memory. Although such partitioned memory architectures limit flexibility, we believe they are still suitable for use in trusted scheduling architectures for such specialized systems whose memory requirements are typically known in advance.

In practice, most embedded systems use a memory protection unit (MPU) or a memory management unit (MMU) for protecting each application’s state against unauthorized access or modification. Typically, such a unit only enforces access control policies (read, write, execute) at run-time on segments or pages of memory, and the operating system is responsible for separating memory regions of different applications. Our trusted scheduling architecture relies on a specialized MPU that combines these two functions, i.e., an application-aware MPU that not only checks for the type of access to memory but also whether the entity initiating such an access has the appropriate privileges. For specialized embedded devices with relatively long lifetimes, enhanced MPUs and MMUs that are application-aware (e.g., ARM [1], NIOS II [7]) present a reasonable trade-off between flexibility and better security.

In our system, the trusted domain configures the application-aware MPU with information regarding the boundaries of different applications. Every memory access (both program and data memory) is then mediated by this MPU.

**Mediation of the Bus Access**

If an application cannot gain access to the memory or to the peripherals that it needs for its correct execution, it will fail to execute. A compromised system component with access to a bus can cause such failures by holding on to the bus — preventing any communication among other system components that are connected to the same bus. We call this attack an iDoS attack on the bus.

In our system, we do not consider DMA-capable peripherals and assume that all peripherals access memory only through the CPU. We assume that the atomicity monitor enforces the upper bound on the length of bus transactions. This in turn prevents iDoS attacks on the system bus. We discuss this further in the security analysis (Section 3.3).

In addition to components connected to the system bus, components on the peripheral bus are also often crucial for the operation of the system or of individual applications, e.g., EEPROMs containing system configuration data may need to be accessed in a timely manner, an alarm application needs to have access to the radio peripheral to transmit alarm messages. In order to ensure the availability of the peripheral bus, we propose a secure hardware bus manager that mediates bus access requests.

In our system, we consider a multi-master (multi-)slave bus (e.g., FC). In most multi-master bus architectures, a typical data exchange consists of three phases: bus-arbitration, data-exchange and bus-release. Bus-arbitration is used to establish a bus-owner when there are several contenders (or masters). Arbitration is followed by data exchange and by an explicit bus-release phase in which other bus masters are informed about the availability of the bus. These three phases constitute a bus transaction and it is always executed atomically.

The shared nature of the multi-master bus allows a misbehaving peripheral to affect (by delaying or denying bus access) the execution of the applications that do not directly depend upon it. A misbehaving peripheral could deny bus access in the following ways:

(i) A misbehaving master peripheral may not respect the rules of bus arbitration and may continue its transmission beyond what it is allowed, thereby indirectly disrupting or modifying data on the bus.

(ii) A misbehaving master peripheral could gain access to the bus by sending carefully crafted data to win bus-arbitration every time and then sending data continuously without releasing the bus.

(iii) A misbehaving slave could delay its master node for arbitrary lengths of time.

In our system, we prevent these attacks by introducing a secure peripheral bus manager. This manager is configured by the trusted domain at start-up with information regarding the list of peripherals that must be accessed by each application. The manager uses this information at run-time to ensure that only peripherals that are needed by the executing application have access to the bus.

The manager further allows an application to selectively enable and disable peripherals at run-time. Such fine-grained control allows an application to only enable the peripheral that it is currently using. As a result, a misbehaving peripheral cannot influence any execution sequence during which it is not enabled and an application’s interaction with any other peripheral that is not concurrently active. Together, these two features enable graceful degradation in the functionality of the application while maintaining tight security guarantees. However, little can be done if the misbehaving peripheral is critical for the application’s correct execution.

Finally, the manager ensures that if an application terminates as a result of a security violation, then all the devices (peripherals) to which it had access are reset before they are re-used. We present a realization of a peripheral bus manager for the FC bus in Section 4.

### 3.3 Security Analysis

In this section, we analyze the security of our system. As described in Section 2, our attacker does not have physical access to the system, but can only remotely compromise selected applications and system components.

We assume that our trusted scheduling extensions (scheduler, trusted domain, application-aware MPU, peripheral

...
bus manager, time-slice/atomicity monitors) are implemented correctly and were initialized properly in a trusted initialization step that is free from adversarial interference. Furthermore, all of these components have simple logic, which reduces the risk of vulnerabilities in their implementation. We assume that the attacker cannot control inputs to the scheduler either directly (as external input) or indirectly (through applications that it controls). Allowing only the trusted domain to access the trusted scheduling components eliminates the risk of compromise of these secure elements by other applications. We assume that any system update (applications or configuration) involves a similar trusted initialization step and is adversary-free.

We analyze our system assuming that the attacker controls (up to) all of the applications on the system, except the critical application and (up to) all of the peripherals except the ones needed by the critical application. We show that even in this scenario, the execution schedule of the critical application will not be affected by the attacker. We further show that even if the attacker controls a subset of the peripherals that are used by the critical application, our system still ensures that the execution completes on time, albeit with a reduced or compromised functionality due to the compromise of the peripheral.

**Compromised Applications**

The CPU time-slice monitor and the atomicity monitor ensure that misbehaving applications cannot indefinitely deny CPU access to other applications — no application can occupy the CPU longer than its assigned duration or execute bus transactions/atomic operations longer than a predefined length. This prevents DoS attacks on the system bus by misbehaving applications since they can occupy the CPU (which is the only master of the system bus) only for a limited amount of time. Since an application can use a peripheral only as long as it has CPU-context, the time-slice monitor also prevents DoS attacks against peripherals from misbehaving applications.

The application-aware MPU isolates applications such that they are restricted to using only their own code and data memory. This ensures that they do not occupy more than their share of memory space or interfere with other applications. Furthermore, the application-aware MPU and the trusted domain mediate context switches and prevent unauthorized cross-application state access and modifications. The above countermeasures prevent one or more misbehaving applications from delaying or preventing the execution of the critical application.

**Compromised Peripherals**

Our system enforces that all peripherals can access memory only through the CPU (no DMA) and hence through the application-aware MPU; given this, there is no threat of DoS attacks by peripherals on the system bus. However, a peripheral can attempt to disrupt trusted scheduling by launching DoS attacks against the peripheral bus. This attack is prevented by the use of the peripheral bus manager that fully mediates the access of peripherals to the bus. The peripheral bus manager ensures that only the peripherals required by the currently executing application are active. This prevents other compromised peripherals from interfering with the execution of an application.

Furthermore, the system prevents peripherals from executing a long bus transaction — the length of any bus transaction (which is an atomic operation) is bounded by the atomicity monitor. Hence, misbehaving peripherals alone cannot disrupt trusted scheduling or the communication between the critical application and its peripherals.

Finally, even in the case of misbehaving applications and peripherals that are under the control of the same attacker, the combination of the above mechanisms ensures that the execution schedule of the critical application is not modified provided it does not depend on the misbehaving peripherals.

4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of realizing a trusted scheduling architecture, we implemented a prototype embedded system based on the AVR ATmega103 core. Our prototype (Figure 5) is a simplified instance of the architecture shown in Figure 3. It consists of a modified AVR core.
that is connected to two slave devices (register files) on an F2C bus. We chose the AVR ATmega core and the F2C bus due to their widespread use in embedded systems. In what follows, we describe our implementation in detail and then present initial results on the performance of our prototype.

### 4.1 Our Prototype

In our prototype, the trusted domain, which manages the scheduler, time-slice and atomicity monitors, application-aware MPU and the peripheral bus manager, is hosted in its own dedicated portion of RAM (instead of ROM) which is not accessible by other applications. The trusted domain also has exclusive access to a set of registers that hold security-critical information. This was necessary to ensure that misbehaving applications do not access or modify security-critical system parameters, e.g., the maximum length of an atomic section that is stored in a register and initialized during system start-up by the trusted domain. We added secure registers to store information regarding the currently executing application (in the application tracker), the trusted domain’s stack pointer and the boundaries of different applications. We also modified the interrupt mask register (that is used to determine the set of active interrupts and hence, the set of applications that may interrupt the current application) and the timer corresponding to the time-slice monitor to be secure registers.

The scheduler is implemented using the set of prioritized interrupts available in the AVR core. It supports priority-based scheduling of applications with fixed and unique priorities. The highest priority interrupt line is reserved for the trusted domain and applications are executed as interrupt handlers. A high priority panic interrupt is fired when a security violation (as detected by the application-aware MPU, time-slice monitor, atomicity monitor or peripheral bus manager) occurs. It is important that the security panic interrupt is non-maskable, i.e., it can never be disabled. CPU preemption occurs automatically based on the priority of an incoming interrupt. The CPU time-slice monitor is implemented as a hardware timer that fires a security interrupt when it expires. The atomicity monitor is implemented as a custom instruction.

Furthermore, since the original AVR does not have an exclusive MMU or MPU module, we extend the core with a custom MPU that is initialized by the trusted domain. During system start-up the trusted domain loads the memory map of applications into the MPU. Then the MPU enforces application boundaries in program and data memory using the information about currently executing application that it obtains from the application tracker.

Memory partitions that are enforced by the MPU are created at compile time, i.e., by compiling the trusted domain and applications into a custom executable. The executable contains information regarding the load addresses of applications in RAM and their data regions (stack, heap and globals) and hence facilitates mapping of applications to separate (program and data) partitions. The trusted domain multiplexes the stack pointer between different applications. We extended the AVR core with an additional stack pointer that is used exclusively by the trusted domain. The trusted domain is also responsible for saving and restoring application contexts. We store the context of an interrupted application on the trusted domain’s stack, which is accessible only by the trusted domain. This prevents any malicious application from accessing and modifying the state of any other application.

**Atomicity Monitor**

Since our prototype uses interrupt-based preemption mechanisms, applications disable all interrupts before executing atomic operations. In order to limit the maximum length of atomic operations, we added a custom instruction cliX Y to the AVR core that disables all interrupts for Y cycles (Figure 6). We extended gcc (version 4.3.2) and binutils (version 2.20.1) to enable support for this new instruction. The value of Y is fixed at compile-time based on the atomic section’s declared length. The generated application binaries use the custom instruction cliX in place of the conventional cli instruction and a security exception is raised if any ap-
application (other than the trusted domain) executes the cli instruction.

It is important to derive a practical bound on the maximum duration for which interrupts can remain deactivated by an untrusted application using cli. We refer to this upper bound as max_clix: the largest argument (maximum value for Y) that can be processed by a single cli instruction. This value is held in a dedicated register initialized by and accessible only to the trusted domain. Furthermore, enforcing the upper bound using cli requires the following additional safeguards:

(i) No application other than the trusted domain is allowed to execute the cli instruction.

(ii) Misbehaving applications may try to nest the execution of critical sections, i.e., they may execute the cli instruction consecutively and hence increase the effective number of cycles for which interrupts remain disabled (Figure 6). We prevent this in our prototype by ignoring cli instructions that occur while an older cli is being processed.

(iii) Pending interrupts should always be processed in precedence to cli instructions (Figure 6). This is important in the case when an interrupt occurs between a cli a and cli b instruction that are exactly a cycles apart. It must also be ensured that the cli b instruction is processed once the interrupt handler has completed.

**Peripheral I²C Bus Manager**

Our prototype includes a peripheral bus manager (Figure 7) that controls access to an I²C bus that connects the CPU to peripherals. The I²C bus is a two-wire serial bus. One of the wires is used for data and the other for control or clock signals. In practice, peripherals are connected to the bus using tri-state buffers (one each for the data and clock lines). Each peripheral typically controls its own tri-state buffer.

In our prototype (Figure 7), the access control map of the peripheral bus manager is initialized by the trusted domain with information regarding the set of peripherals that each application is allowed to access. Additionally, each application can choose to enable only a subset of all the peripherals to which it has been granted access using the peripheral selection register (PSR). The bus manager restricts access to the bus by controlling the enable signal of the tri-state buffer that connects the peripheral to the bus, i.e., the peripheral can access the bus only when the enable signal from the bus manager is also low. Finally, on the occurrence of a security violation (panic is high), the bus manager resets all the currently active devices so that they are ready for use by the next application that executes.

**4.2 Preliminary Evaluation**

In this section, we present an initial evaluation of our prototype with respect to its timing properties and hardware resource utilization.

**Application Activation Latency**

We evaluate the timing properties of our prototype in terms of its activation latency. Activation latency refers to the time elapsed between the arrival of a request for application execution and the actual execution of the application. When the system is idle, the activation latency is equal to the context switch time and we call this the *ideal activation delay*. In our prototype, this includes time required to save the current program counter, all the general purpose registers (32 registers in the case of the AVR ATmega103), the current stack pointer, timer register representing the remaining execution time, peripheral selection register and the interrupt mask register. This takes about 114 CPU cycles (≥9.1 µs when the processor runs at 12.5 MHz) and is our system’s ideal activation time.

In the non-idle state of the system, the activation latency depends on whether execution control rests within another application or a context switch. If execution control rests within an atomic section of a lower-priority application, then the activation delay increases by the number of remaining cycles in the atomic section. Similarly, if the system is currently executing a context switch, then the activation delay increases by the number of remaining cycles in the context switch. Our measurements on the prototype implementation resulted in a worst case activation latency of 222 CPU cycles (≥18 µs at 12.5 MHz).

Finally, we calculate the system recovery time, i.e., the time taken by the system to exit an erring application and begin restoring a previous context. Our prototype implementation took 12 CPU cycles (≥1 µs at 12.5 MHz) to recover from a security panic and restore last known stable system state.

**Application Execution Latency**

In our prototype, the only component that directly affects the total application execution time is the MPU, which checks every memory access to guarantee its validity. The ATmega103 has two types of data memory access instructions: direct and indirect. While indirect memory access instructions (load and store) do not incur additional delay, the direct memory access instructions require one extra cycle (i.e., they take 3 cycles instead of 2). This is because in the latter case,
the actual memory address which is fetched during the sec-
ond cycle needs to be validated before the actual load/store
operation.

**Hardware Complexity**

We implemented the trusted scheduling hardware modules as an extension to the AVR ATmega103 core in VHDL and synthesized it for a Xilinx Virtex 5 FPGA. The application-aware MPU, the time-slice monitor and the atomicity moni-
tor together occupied 34.7% more logic units compared to the
original AVR core. A major portion of the increase
(about 22%) is the application-aware MPU which contains
the memory map of application boundaries. However, we
note that many CPUs today are already equipped with pro-
cess-aware or domain-aware MMUs (e.g., NIOS II, ARM)
which can potentially be used to realize application-aware
MMUs at no additional hardware cost. The logic units uti-
ized by the peripheral bus manager was insignificant (less
than 0.1% of the whole system).

**4.3 Discussion**

In this section, we discuss the implications of choosing
a bus protocol for a trusted scheduling enabled embedded
system. Broadly, bus protocols can be classified as either
(i) node-oriented (e.g., \( \Pi^C \)) or (ii) message-oriented (e.g.,
CAN [2]). In a node-oriented protocol, only one master
and slave are active at any point in time. A simple bus
manager design would be to allow access to the bus based
on the priority of the master node. In addition, as imple-
mented in our prototype, the master node can selectively
enable the slave(s) that it requires for functioning. However,
in message-oriented protocols like CAN, bus arbitration de-
pends upon the priority of the message being broadcasted.
Since multiple nodes can send out messages of the same pri-
ceptual, bus isolation solutions by themselves
tolent bus design has led to the design of bus isolation so-
ations [11, 29]. These bus isolation solutions ensure more efficient use
of memory by sharing stack, heap and global data sections.

The work in [25, 31] discusses DoS attacks against the
system bus and defense mechanisms in the context of shared-
memory multi-processor systems. However, these works only
consider attacks by misbehaving applications running on one
or more CPUs and do not take into account other misbehav-
ing system components and peripherals. The need for fault
tolerant bus design has led to the design of bus isolation solu-
tions [11, 29]. These bus isolation solutions by themselves
only provide a mechanism to physically isolate faulting de-
vices and therefore useful for trusted scheduling only when
they are configured and controlled by a context-aware bus
controller as described in our design.

**6. CONCLUSION**

In this work, we investigated the problem of enabling
trusted scheduling on embedded systems in adversarial set-
ings. First, we identified the essential properties of a trusted
scheduling system and presented an embedded system de-
sign that satisfies these properties. Our design includes a
software-based trusted domain that manages the other hard-
ware components. We analyzed the security of our proposal
and showed that it achieves trusted scheduling in the pres-
ence of not only misbehaving applications but also misbe-
having peripherals. Our prototype implementation based on
the AVR ATmega103 shows the feasibility of realizing such
an architecture through simple hardware extensions.
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